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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to communication systems and, in particular, to power control in a
communication system.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Communication systems are known to employ power controi methods which control transmission energy of
remote units. One such communication system employing power control is a spread spectrum communication system.
Power control in a spread spectrum system serves two main functions. Firstly, because each remote unit's signal in a
spread spectrum system is typically transmitted in the same frequency, a majority of the noise (which is inversely
proportional to bit energy per noise density i.e., Eb/N0, which is defined as the ratio of energy per information-bit to
noise-spectral density), associated with a received signal can be attributed to other remote units' transmissions. The
magnitude of noise is directly related to the received signal power of each of the other remote units' transmissions.
Thus it is beneficial for a remote unit to transmit at the lowest power level possible. Secondly, it is desirable to dynam-
ically adjust the power of all remote units in such a way that their transmissions are received by the base station with
approximately the same power level. To accomplish this, it is necessary for the closest transmitters to reduce their
power by as much as 80 dB when compared to the power of the furthest transmitters.
[0003] A prior-art method of controlling reverse channel power control in a code-division, multiple-access (CDMA)
spread spectrum system is described in Cellular System Remote unit-Base Station Compatibility Standard of the Elec-
tronic Industry Association/Telecommunications Industry Association interim standard 95 (TIA/EIA/IS-95A). (EIA/TIA
can be contacted at 2001 Pennsylvania Ave. NW Washington DC 20006). As described in TIA/EIA/IS-95A section
7.1.3.1.7, a power-control subchannel is continuously transmitted on a forward traffic channel. At time slot "k", the base
station receives a power-control group transmitted from the remote unit. At time slot "k+1" the base station calculates
a power adjustment command to send to the remote unit. At time slot "k+2" the base station transmits the power
adjustment command to the remote unit. Finally, at timeslot "k+3", the base station receives the remote unit's transmitted
signal at the corrected power level. This process of having a remote unit's power adjustment delayed until the third
time slot after the base station receives a power-control group can negatively impact reverse channel performance.
[0004] Thus a need exists for a remote unit's power adjustment to take place prior to the third time slot after a base
station receives the remote unit's power-control group.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0005]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of a base station receiver that can utilize the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of a base station transmitter that can utilize the present
invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates an apparatus for receiving a power-control group and transmitting a power adjustment command
in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method of controlling reverse channel power in a code-division multiple-access system
in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates a time-domain diagram of a controlling reverse channel power in a code-division multiple-access
system in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method of controlling reverse channel power in a code-division multiple-access system
in accordance with an alternate embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7 illustrates an apparatus for controlling reverse channel power during sub-rate transmission in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.
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Description of a Preferred Embodiment

[0006] Reverse channel power control in a CDMA system is accomplished by adjusting the measurement time of a
power-control transmission (power-control group) transmitted by a remote unit in order to calculate and transmit a
power adjustment command (power-control bit) to the remote unit in the next power-control group transmitted by the
base station. Transmitting a power adjustment command (power-control bit) in the next power-control group transmitted
to the remote unit allows the base station to receive power-control adjustments in the second timeslot (k+2) after
measurement of the power-control group which improves reverse channel performance by as much as 1 dB Eb/N0.
[0007] Generally, the present invention encompasses measuring a power-control transmission and discontinuing the
measurement of the power-control transmission prior to completion based on a transmission time of a power adjustment
command.
[0008] An alternate embodiment encompasses a method of power control in a code-division, multiple-access (CDMA)
communication system comprising the steps of beginning measurement of a power-control group and determining a
transmission time of the next power-control bit. The measurement of the power-control group is then discontinued
based on the transmission time. Finally a calculated power-control bit is transmitted to a remote unit.
[0009] Yet another alternate embodiment encompasses an apparatus for controlling power in a communication sys-
tem. The apparatus comprises an integrator for measuring a power-control transmission and a logic unit for discontin-
uing the measurement of the power-control transmission based on a transmission time of a power adjustment com-
mand.
[0010] Another embodiment encompasses a method for power control in a communication system. The method
comprises the steps of determining a transmission time of a power adjustment command and estimating the power-
adjustment command based on a previous power-adjustment command if the transmission time of the power adjust-
ment command is below a threshold. If the transmission time of the power adjustment command is above the threshold,
the power-adjustment command is estimated based on a shortened measurement of a power-control group.
[0011] Yet another embodiment encompasses a method of power control in a communication system. The method
comprises the steps of determining a transmission rate of a remote unit and switching between a two time slot delay
and a three time slot delay when applying a power control command, where the switching is based on the transmission
rate.
[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of a base station receiver 100 for receiving a power-
control group transmitted by a remote unit. Orthogonally encoded spread-spectrum digital signal 130 is received at
receive antenna 131 and amplified by receiver 132 before being despread and demodulated 136 into in-phase 140
and quadrature 138 components. Components 138, 140 of despread digital samples are then grouped into predeter-
mined length groups (e.g., 64 sample length groups) of sampled signals that are independently input to orthogonal
decoders in the form of fast Hadamard transformers 142, 144, which despread the orthogonally encoded signal com-
ponents producing a plurality of despread signal components 146 and 160, respectively (e.g. when 64 sample length
groups are input, then 64 despread signals are generated). In addition, each transformer output signal 146, 160 has
an associated Walsh index symbol which identifies each particular orthogonal code from within a set of mutually or-
thogonal codes (e.g. when 64 sample length groups are input, then a 6 bit length index data symbol can be associated
with the transformer output signal to indicate the particular 64 bit length orthogonal code to which the transformer
output signal corresponds). The energy values with the same Walsh index in each group of resulting signal 156 from
each branch of receiver 100 will then be summed at summer 164 to provide a group of summed energy values 166.
The energy value with index i in the group of summed energy values 166 corresponds to a measure of confidence that
the group of sampled signals, which generate this group of summed energy values 166, corresponds to the i-th Walsh
symbol. The group of summed energy values with associated indices will then be sent to a soft decision metric generator
(such as a dual maxima metric generator) 168 where a single metric for each encoded data bit is determined, thereby
producing a single set of aggregate soft decision data 170. The aggregate soft decision data 170 is then deinterleaved
by deinterleaver 172 prior to final maximum likelihood decoding by decoder 176.
[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of a CDMA transmitter 200 for transmitting a power-
adjustment command to a remote unit. In a preferred embodiment the power-adjustment command is a power-control
bit such that a "0" bit indicates to the remote unit to increase the mean output power level, and a "1" bit indicates to
the remote unit to decrease the mean output power level. Transmitter 200 is preferably a transmitter such as that
defined by TIA/EIA/IS-95A. Transmitter 200 includes convolutional encoder 212, interleaver 216, orthogonal encoder
220, modulator 224, upconverter 228, and antenna 229.
[0014] During operation, signal 210 (traffic channel data bits) is received by convolutional encoder 212 at a particular
bit rate (e.g., 9.6 kbit/second). Input traffic channel data 210 bits typically include voice converted to data by a vocoder,
pure data, or a combination of the two types of data. Convolutional encoder 212 encodes input data bits 210 into data
symbols at a fixed encoding rate with an encoding algorithm which facilitates subsequent maximum likelihood decoding
of the data symbols into data bits (e.g. convolutional or block coding algorithms). For example, convolutional encoder
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212 encodes input data bits 210 (received at a rate of 9.6 kbit/second) at a fixed encoding rate of one data bit to two
data symbols (i.e., rate 2/2) such that convolutional encoder 212 outputs data symbols 214 at a 19.2 ksymbol/second
rate.
[0015] Data symbols 214 are then input into interleaver 216. Interleaver 216 interleaves the input data symbols 214
at the symbol level. In interleaver 216, data symbols 214 are individually input into a matrix which defines a predeter-
mined size block of data symbols 214. Data symbols 214 are input into locations within the matrix so that the matrix
is filled in a column by column manner. Data symbols 214 are individually output from locations within the matrix so
that the matrix is emptied in a row by row manner. Typically, the matrix is a square matrix having a number of rows
equal to the number of columns; however, other matrix forms can be chosen to increase the output interleaving distance
between the consecutively input non-interleaved data symbols. Interleaved data symbols 218 are output by interleaver
216 at the same data symbol rate that they were input (e.g., 19.2 ksymbol/second). The predetermined size of the
block of data symbols defined by the matrix is derived from the maximum number of data symbols which can be
transmitted at a predetermined symbol rate within a predetermined length transmission block. For example, if the
predetermined length of the transmission block is 20 milliseconds, then the predetermined size of the block of data
symbols is 19.2 ksymbol/second times 20 milliseconds which equals 384 data symbols which defines a 16 by 24 matrix.
[0016] Interleaved data symbols 218 are input to orthogonal encoder 220. Orthogonal encoder 220 modulo 2 adds
an orthogonal code (e.g., a 64-ary Walsh code) to each interleaved and scrambled data symbol 218. For example, in
64-ary orthogonal encoding, interleaved and scrambled data symbols 218 are each replaced by a 64 symbol orthogonal
code or its inverse. These 64 orthogonal codes preferably correspond to Walsh codes from a 64 by 64 Hadamard
matrix wherein a Walsh code is a single row or column of the matrix. Orthogonal encoder 220 repetitively outputs a
Walsh code or its inverse 222 which corresponds to input data symbol 218 at a fixed symbol rate (e.g., 19.2 ksymbol/
second).
[0017] The sequence of Walsh codes 222 is prepared for transmission over a communication channel by modulator
224. The spreading code is a user specific sequence of symbols or unique user code which is output at a fixed chip
rate (e.g., 1.228 Mchip/second). In addition, the user code spread encoded chips are scrambled by a pair of short
pseudorandom codes (i.e. short when compared to the long code) to generate an I-channel and Q-channel code spread
sequence. The I-channel and Q-channel code spread sequences are used to bi-phase modulate a quadrature pair of
sinusoids by driving the power level controls of the pair of sinusoids. The sinusoids output signals are summed, band-
pass filtered, translated to an RF frequency, amplified, filtered via upconverter 228 and radiated by an antenna 229 to
complete transmission of the channel data bits 210.
[0018] FIG. 3 illustrates an apparatus 300 for receiving a power-control group (via a receiver described in FIG. 1)
and transmitting a power adjustment command (via transmitter described in FIG. 2) in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention. Apparatus 300 includes combined energy random access memory (combined
energy RAM) 301, integrator 305, switch 303, energy adjust unit 307, power-control state machine 309, state switch
310, long code generator 311, long code advancer 314, and logic unit 315. Operation of apparatus 300 in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention occurs as follows. A power-control group enters combined energy
RAM 301 where an energy of N modulation symbols transmitted in the power-control group (N=6 for IS-95A) is meas-
ured and stored. In many situations it will be necessary to cut short the measurement of all N modulation symbols in
the power-control group in order to transmit a power-control bit in the next power-control group transmitted by the base
station. The time needed to cut short the measurement of the power-control group is determined by logic unit 315.
[0019] Long code generator 311 outputs a long code to the long code advancer 314. Long code advancer 314 ad-
vances the long code by at least the power-control bit calculation time (Tcalc) added to the round trip delay time (Trtd)
(i.e. Tcalc + Trtd). This is done in order to determine the value of the long code for calculating the power-control bit
location within the next power-control group. Logic unit 315 receives the advanced long code 316 from long code
advancer 314 and determines from the advanced long code 316 at which of the 16 possible starting positions the
power-control bit is transmitted. In a preferred embodiment (incorporating the TIA/EIA/IS-95A. standard), the power-
control bit is transmitted T(b) = 1.25*b/24ms into the next power-control group, where "b" is the number of the modulation
symbol (0 to 15) that the power-control bit is transmitted on. In order for the base station to transmit the power-control
bit on time, Trtd between the base station and the remote unit needs to be taken into consideration. If Tcalc is taken
into consideration, the measurement of the power-control group needs to be cut short by at least Tadv, where:

[0020] Utilizing TIA/EIA/IS-95A (1.25 ms power-control group), the total time in which the power-control group is

Tadv = Tcalc - T(b) + Tnd if Tcalc - T(b) + Trtd ≥ 0,

Tadv = 0 if Tcalc - T(b) + Trtd < 0.
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measured is:

[0021] Once logic unit 315 has calculated the time necessary to measure the power-control group, it transmits this
time to switch 303, which closes at the appropriate time passing the information regarding energy of the acquired
modulation symbols to integrator 305. Integrator 305 sums the acquired modulation symbols and outputs a summed
value to energy adjust unit 307. Energy adjust unit 307 estimates the value of the summed modulation symbols had
all N modulation symbols in the power-control group been acquired. In the preferred embodiment, this is done simply
by multiplying the summed value by

where .00125 is the total time of a power-control group transmission.
[0022] The adjusted value of the summed modulation symbols is output to the power-control state machine 309.
Power-control state machine 309 uses the adjusted value of the summed modulation symbols to determine the value
("0" or "1") of a power-control bit, and outputs this value to state switch 310. State switch 310 determines from the long
code (generated by long code generator 311) which of the 16 possible starting positions the power-control bit is to be
transmitted in and transmits the power-control bit accordingly.
[0023] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method of controlling reverse channel power in a CDMA system in accordance with
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The logic flow begins at step 401 where a time needed to measure
the power-control group is determined. In a preferred embodiment, the power-control group is measured for

where

[0024] Next, at step 403 the measurement is started at the beginning of the power-control group. At step 405 it is
determined if Tmeasure will be exceeded for continued measurement of the power-control group, and if not, at step 407
the measurement of the power-control group continues. When continued measurement of the power-control group
exceeds Tmeasure the logic flow continues to step 409 where the measured power-control group is integrated. Next, at
step 411 an estimate is made of the power-control group for the condition if all N modulation symbols in the power-
control group had been acquired. In a preferred embodiment, this is done simply by multiplying the summed value by

[0025] At step 413 the power-control bit is determined and at step 415 the power-control bit's position within the
power-control group is determined. Next, at step 417 it is determined if it is time to send the power-control bit, and if
so, at step 419, the power-control bit is sent to the remote unit, otherwise the logic flow simply returns to step 417.
[0026] In a preferred embodiment it is desirable that the remote unit change power at the beginning of a spread
symbol, thus a new field of certain control messages is defined to allow the remote unit to shift from a three power-
control group delay, to a two power-control group delay, and vise versa. In particular, the remote unit will alert the base
station that it is two power-control group delay capable when setting up a call, and the base station switches from a
three to a two power-control group delay once enough statistics have been taken to assure that Trtd is not greater than
a predetermined amount. In the preferred embodiment, an instant delay decision may be made on a random access
message and the command may be relayed in the channel assignment message. After a call has been up for some

Tmeasure ≤ 1.25ms - Tadv.

.00125
Tmeasure
----------------------

Tmeasure ≤ 1.25ms - Tadv,

Tadv = Tcalc - T(b) + Trtd if Tcalc - T(b) + Trtd ≥ 0,

Tadv = 0 if Tcalc - T(b) + Trtd < 0.

.00125
Tmeasure
----------------------
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time, Trtd may become too large, and the base station may direct the remote unit to switch back to the three power-
control group delay mode.
[0027] FIG. 5 illustrates a time-domain diagram of controlling reverse channel power in a CDMA system in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, the power-control group is measured in
timeslot "k" over at most a (1.25 - Tadv) ms period. At timeslot k+1 the base station estimates the value of the received
power, determines the value of the power-control bit ("0" or "1''), and transmits the power-control bit to the remote unit.
Finally, prior to timeslot k+2, the base station receives the remote unit's transmitted signal at the correct power level.
Since the prior-art method of having a remote unit's power adjustment delayed until the third time slot after the base
station receives a power-control group can negatively impact reverse channel performance, by having power adjust-
ment take place in the second timeslot after measurement of the power-control group improves reverse channel per-
formance by as much as 1 dB Eb/N0.
[0028] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method of controlling reverse channel power in a CDMA system in accordance with
an alternate embodiment of the present invention. Rather than cut into the power-control group measurement interval,
this embodiment employs an algorithm to estimate the value of the power-control bit whenever the power-control bit
slot appears too soon for the 1.25 ms energy measurement to be made with the power-control bit being transmitted in
the next timeslot. Assuming the power-control and Trtd occurs within 50 ms, the algorithm would need to be invoked
for only 1 of 16 power-control group measurements on average.
[0029] The logic flow begins at step 601 where a time needed to measure the power-control group and still be able
to transmit the power-control bit in the next timeslot is measured. At step 603 it is determined if the time available to
measure the power-control group is too small (e.g., <1.25 ms). If at step 603, it is determined that the time available
to measure the power-control group is not less than 1.25 ms, then standard power control measurements and storage
takes place (at step 607), and the standard calculation of the power-control bit takes place (at step 613). Finally the
power-control bit is transmitted at step 621.
[0030] If at step 603 it is determined that the time available to measure the power-control group is less than 1.25
ms, then at step 609 it is determined if the prior measurement of the power-control group was less than, or greater
than a predetermined amount. If the prior measurement was less than, or greater than a predetermined amount then
at step 611 the value of the prior power-control bit is used for the current power-control bit value, and is transmitted at
step 621. If at step 609 it is determined that the prior measurement of the power-control group was not less than, or
was not greater than the predetermined amount, then at step 615 it is determined if the second prior power-control bit
(power-control bit prior to the last power-control bit) was the same value as the prior power-control bit. If so, the value
of the prior power-control bit is used for the current power-control bit value, and is transmitted at step 621. Otherwise
the opposite value of the prior power-control bit is used for the current power-control bit value and is transmitted at
step 621.
[0031] In yet another embodiment, an estimate of the power-control bit is accomplished by utilizing prior power-
control bits (as discussed above), but only if Tmeasure will be less than some minimum amount (400µs for example). If,
for example. Tmeasure is below 400 µs, the power-control bit will be estimated by using prior power-control bit values,
otherwise if Tmeasure is greater than 400 µs, the power-control bit will be estimated by measuring the power-control
group for a shortened period of time as discussed above.
[0032] When a remote unit is operating at less than full rate (i.e. not transmitting on certain frames), current TIA/EIA/
IS-95A standards require that the remote unit does not apply a power-control bit generated corresponding to the time
when the remote unit did not transmit a power-control group. Since the remote unit expects to receive a power-control
bit in the third time slot after a power-control group is sent, the TIA/EIA/IS-95A standard has the remote unit ignoring
power-control bits received three timeslots after a time slot in which the remote unit did not transmit a power-control
group. Because a preferred embodiment of the present invention has the power-control bit being received by the remote
unit one time slots after sending a power-control group, current TIA/EIA/IS-95A standards will have the remote unit
ignoring power-control bits that it should not have, and vice versa. A solution for this problem is discussed in reference
to FIG. 7.
[0033] FIG. 7 illustrates apparatus 700 for controlling reverse channel power during sub-rate transmission in accord-
ance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The apparatus 700 comprises power-control bit calculator
707, rate decision circuit 701, rule list 703, power-control bit selection circuit 705, and power-control bit inserter 709.
In a preferred embodiment power-control bit calculator 707 has two outputs. The first output is the value of the power-
control bit for the last power-control group transmitted by the remote unit (as discussed above in reference to FIG. 5)
while the second output is the value of the power-control bit for a power-control group transmitted by the remote unit
two power-control groups prior (per EIA/TIA/IS-95A specification). Operation of apparatus 700 occurs as follows: Rate
decision circuit 701 determines the current rate of operation (e.g., full, 1/2, 1/4 or 1/8 rate). Rate information is output
from the rate decision circuit 701 and input into power-control bit selection circuit 705. Power-control bit selection circuit
705 utilizes the rate information and rule list 703 to determine what power-control group to utilize (either one power-
control group prior or two power-control groups prior) in determining the power-control bit to be inserted. Power-control
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bit selection circuit 705 then chooses the appropriate power-control bit (transmitted from power-control bit calculator
707) and outputs it to power-control bit inserter 709.
[0034] There are many frame rate estimators available for utilization by rate decision circuit 701. In a preferred
embodiment, rate decision circuit 701 utilizes an energy and phase measurement based on the last four power-control
groups transmitted by the remote unit. Thresholds are set to keep the falsely deciding full rate below an acceptable
maximum. Amplitude (A) and phase measurements (0) of the previous four power-control groups are received and
input to a decision mechanism. Steps that rate decision circuit 701 takes are shown in Table 1

[0035] Rule list 703 for selecting the appropriate power-control bit (pcb) is shown below. The first column denotes
the power-control group number (0 to 15) transmitted by the remote unit. The other three columns are for the various
rates noted at the head of each. The contents of the list is the number of the power-control group (pcg) to use when
calculating the appropriate power-control bit. After every fourth power-control group, a rate estimate update is made.
The "rule" (marked "rule" in the table) listed for the half rate frame is to use the prior power-control bit if both the prior
and alternate slots were active, otherwise, use an alternate power-control bit. The power-control bit is calculated as
shown in Table 2.

Table 1:

Rate Decision Circuit Determination

(1) - start
(2) - set initial thresholds
(3) - modify thresholds based on previous frame rate
(4) - examine power-control groups 0-3

{A, Ø} per power-control group
{A, Ø} between power-control groups

(5) - make initial rate estimate
(6) - adjust thresholds
(7) - examine next group of 4 power-control groups -

{A, Ø} per power-control group
{A, Ø} between power-control groups
include previous power-control group data

(8) - modify rate estimate
(9) - if end-of-frame, return to step (2); else return to step (7)
(10) - end

Table. 2:

Power-Control bit Utilization

PCG# pcb selected from power-control group numbered:

0 15 if slot 15 active; else pcb from slot 14

1 0 if slot 0 active for 1/8th rate and slot 15 active; else 15

2 0

3 1

1/8th or 1/4th 1/2 full
4 2 rule 3
5 3 rule 4
6 4 rule 5
7 5 rule 6
8 6 rule 7
9 7 rule 8

(8 if slots 7&8 active)

10 8 rule 9
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[0036] The descriptions of the invention, the specific details, and the drawings mentioned above, are not meant to
limit the scope of the present invention. For example, instead of the above mentioned process to estimate the power-
control bit, one could simply use a previous value of the power-control bit whenever the power-control bit insertion time
comes too soon to complete the energy estimate.

Claims

1. A method for power control in a communication system, the method comprising the step of:

measuring a power-control transmission; and

being characterised by the further step of:

producing a discontinued measurement of the power-control transmission by discontinuing, prior to comple-
tion, the measuring of the power-control transmission based on a transmission time of a power adjustment
command.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the communication system comprises a spread-spectrum communication system.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of measuring the power-control transmission comprises measuring a
power-control group.

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

producing an estimated value of the power adjustment command; and

transmitting the power adjustment command to produce a transmitted power adjustment command.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the estimated value of the power adjustment command is based on the discontinued
measurement of the power-control transmission.

6. An apparatus for controlling power in a communication system comprising:

an integrator (305) for measuring a power-oontrol transmission; and

being characterised by:

a logic unit (315) coupled to the integrator, said logic unit discontinuing, prior to completion, the measurement
of the power-control transmission based on a transmission time of a power adjustment command.

7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the communication system comprises a spread-spectrum communication sys-
tem.

8. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the power-control transmission comprises a power-control group.

9. The apparatus of claim 6 further comprising:

Table. 2: (continued)

Power-Control bit Utilization

PCG# pcb selected from power-control group numbered:

11 9 rule 10
12 10 rule 11
13 11 rule 12
14 12 rule 13
15 13 rule 14
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a power-control state machine (309) coupled to the integrator, said power-control state machine estimating a
value of the power adjustment command; and

a transmitter coupled to the power-control state machine, said transmitter transmitting the power adjustment
command.

10. The apparatus of claim 9 wherein the estimated value of the power adjustment command is based on the discon-
tinued measurement of the power-control transmission.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Leistungssteuerung bzw. -regelung in einem Kommunikationssystem, wobei das Verfahren den
Schritt umfasst:

Messen einer Leistungssteuerungsübertragung;

durch den weiteren Schritt gekennzeichnet:

Erzeugen einer unterbrochenen Messung der Leistungssteuerungsübertragung, durch Unterbrechen des
Messens der Leistungssteuerungsübertragung vor dem Abschluss, basierend auf einer Übertragungszeit ei-
nes Leistungseinstellbefehls.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Kommunikationssystem ein Spreiz-Spektrum-Kommunikationssystem um-
fasst.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des Messens der Leistungssteuerungsübertragung das Messen
einer Leistungssteuerungsgruppe umfasst.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, welches ferner die Schritte umfasst:

Erzeugen eines geschätzten Wertes des Leistungseinstellbefehls; und
Übertragen des Leistungseinstellbefehls, um einen übertragenen Leistungseinstellbefehl zu erzeugen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der geschätzte Wert des Leistungseinstellbefehls auf der unterbrochenen Mes-
sung der Leistungssteuerungsübertragung basiert.

6. Vorrichtung zur Leistungssteuerung bzw. -regelung in einem Kommunikationssystem, das umfasst:

einen Integrator (305) zum Messen einer Leistungssteuerungsübertragung;

dadurch gekennzeichnet:

dass eine Logikeinheit (315) mit dem Integrator gekoppelt ist, wobei die Logikeinheit die Messung der Lei-
stungssteuerungsübertragung vor dem Abschluss unterbricht, basierend auf einer Übertragungszeit eines
Leistungseinstellbefehls.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Kommunikationssystem ein Spreiz-Spektrum-Kommunikationssystem
umfasst.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Leistungssteuerungsübertragung eine Leistungssteuerungsgruppe um-
fasst.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, umfassend:

eine mit dem Integrator gekoppelte Leistungssteuerungszustandsmaschine (309), wobei die Leistungssteue-
rungszustandsmaschine einen Wert des Leistungseinstellbefehls schätzt; und
einen Sender, welcher mit der Leistungssteuerungszustandsmaschine gekoppelt ist, wobei der Sender den
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Leistungssteuerungsbefehl überträgt.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, wobei der geschätzte Wert des Leistungseinstellbefehls auf der unterbrochenen
Messung der Leistungssteuerungsübertragung basiert.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour une commande de puissance dans un système de communication, le procédé comprenant l'étape
de :

mesure d'une transmission de commande de puissance ; et

caractérisé par l'étape supplémentaire de :

production d'une mesure discontinue de la transmission de commande de puissance en interrompant, avant
achèvement, la mesure de la transmission de commande de puissance sur la base d'un temps de transmission
d'une commande de réglage de puissance.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le système de communication comprend un système de communi-
cation à spectre étalé.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l'étape de mesure de la transmission de commande de puissance
comprend la mesure d'un groupe de commande de puissance.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre les étapes de :

production d'une valeur estimée de la commande de réglage de puissance ; et
transmission de la commande de réglage de puissance afin de produire une commande de réglage de puis-
sance transmise.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la valeur estimée de la commande de réglage de puissance est
basée sur la mesure discontinue de la transmission de commande de puissance.

6. Appareil pour une commande de puissance dans un système de communication, comprenant :

un intégrateur (305) pour mesurer une transmission de commande de puissance ; et

caractérisé par :

une unité logique (316) qui est couplée à l'intégrateur, ladite unité logique interrompant, avant achèvement,
la mesure de la transmission de commande de puissance sur la base d'un temps de transmission d'une com-
mande de réglage de puissance.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le système de communication comprend un système de communi-
cation à spectre étalé.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la transmission de commande de puissance comprend un groupe
de commande de puissance.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 6, comprenant en outre :

une machine d'état de commande de puissance (309) qui est couplée à l'intégrateur, ladite machine d'état de
commande de puissance estimant une valeur de la commande de réglage de puissance ; et
un émetteur qui est couplé à la machine d'état de commande de puissance, ledit émetteur émettant la com-
mande de réglage de puissance.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la valeur estimée de la commande de réglage de puissance est
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basée sur la mesure discontinue de la transmission de commande de puissance.
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